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Abstract
We consider a parabolic problem with degeneracy in the interior of
the spatial domain, and we focus on Carleman estimates for the associ-
ated adjoint problem. The novelty of interior degeneracy does not let us
adapt previous Carleman estimate to our situation. As an application,
observability inequalities are established.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we focus on two subjects that in the last years have been object
of a large number of papers, i.e. degenerate problems and Carleman estimates.
Indeed, as pointed out by several authors, many problems coming from physics
(boundary layer models in [9], models of Kolmogorov type in [6], models of
Grushin type in [5], . . . ), biology (Wright-Fisher models in [32] and Fleming-
Viot models in [20]), and economics (Black-Merton-Scholes equations in [16])
are described by degenerate parabolic equations.
∗Research supported by the GNAMPA project Equazioni di evoluzione degeneri e singolari:
controllo e applicazioni
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On the other hand, the fields of applications of Carleman estimates are so
wide that it is not surprising that also several papers are concerned with such
a topic. A first example is their application to global null controllability (see
[1], [2], [3], [4], [11], [12], [13], [18], [21], [22], [27], [28], [26], [29], [34] and the
references therein): for all T > 0 and for all initial data u0 ∈ L2((0, T )× (0, 1))
there is a suitable control h ∈ L2((0, T )× (0, 1)) such that the solution of{
ut − (aux)x = h(t, x)χω(x), (t, x) ∈ (0, T )× (0, 1),
u(0, x) = u0(x)
(1.1)
with some boundary conditions, satisfies u(T, x) = 0 for all x ∈ [0, 1]. Here χω
denotes, as usual, the characteristic function of the set ω, i.e. χ(x) = 1 if x ∈ ω
and χ(x) = 0 if x 6∈ ω.
Moreover, Carleman estimates may be a fundamental tool in inverse prob-
lems, in parabolic, hyperbolic and fractional settings, e.g. see [15], [25], [30],
[31], [35], [36] and their references.
However, all the previous papers deal with problems like (1.1) which are non
degenerate or admit that the function a degenerates at the boundary of the
domain, for example
a(x) = xk(1 − x)α, x ∈ [0, 1],
where k and α are positive constants.
To our best knowledge, [33] is the first paper treating a problem with a
degeneracy which may occur in the interior of the spatial domain. In particular,
Stahel considers a parabolic problem in a bounded smooth domain Ω of RN with
Dirichlet, Neumann or mixed boundary conditions, associated to aN×N matrix
a, which is positive definite and symmetric, but whose smallest eigenvalue might
converge to 0 as the space variable approaches a singular set contained in the
closure of the spatial domain. In this case, he proves that the corresponding
abstract Cauchy problem has a solution, provided that a−1 ∈ Lq(Ω,R) for some
q > 1, where
a(x) := min{a(x)ξ · ξ : ‖ξ‖ = 1}.
Moreover, while in [33] only the existence of a solution for the parabolic
problem is considered, in [23] the authors analyze in detail the degenerate op-
erator
Au := (aux)x
in the space L2(0, 1), with or without weight, proving that in some cases it is
nonpositive and selfadjoint, hence it generates a cosine family and, as a conse-
quence, an analytic semigroup. In [23] the well-posedness of (1.1) with Dirichlet
boundary conditions is also treated, but nothing is said about controllability
properties.
This paper is then concerned with several inequalities (Carleman estimates,
observability inequalities, Hardy–Poincare´ inequalities) related to the parabolic
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equation with interior degeneracy

ut − (aux)x = h(t, x)χω(x), (t, x) ∈ (0, T )× (0, 1),
u(t, 0) = u(t, 1) = 0,
u(0, x) = u0(x),
(1.2)
where (t, x) ∈ QT := (0, T )× (0, 1), u0 ∈ L2(0, 1), a degenerates at x0 ∈ (0, 1)
and the control h ∈ L2(QT ) acts on a nonempty subdomain ω of (0, 1) such
that
x0 ∈ ω.
We shall admit two types of degeneracy for a, namely weak and strong
degeneracy. In particular, we make the following assumptions:
Hypothesis 1.1. Weakly degenerate case (WD): there exists x0 ∈ (0, 1)
such that a(x0) = 0, a > 0 on [0, 1] \ {x0}, a ∈ C1
(
[0, 1] \ {x0}
)
and there exists
K ∈ (0, 1) such that (x− x0)a′ ≤ Ka in [0, 1] \ {x0}.
Hypothesis 1.2. Strongly degenerate case (SD): there exists x0 ∈ (0, 1)
such that a(x0) = 0, a > 0 on [0, 1] \ {x0}, a ∈ C1
(
[0, 1] \ {x0}
) ∩W 1,∞(0, 1)
and there exists K ∈ [1, 2) such that (x− x0)a′ ≤ Ka in [0, 1] \ {x0}.
Typical examples for weak and strong degeneracies are a(x) = |x−x0|α, 0 <
α < 1 and a(x) = |x− x0|α, 1 ≤ α < 2), respectively.
The starting point of the paper is actually the analysis of the adjoint problem
to (1.2) {
vt + (a(x)vx)x = h, (t, x) ∈ (0, T )× (0, 1),
v(t, 1) = v(t, 0) = 0, t ∈ (0, T ). (1.3)
In particular, for any (sufficiently regular) solution v of such a system we derive
the new fundamental Carleman estimate having the form∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
(
sΘa(vx)
2 + s3Θ3
(x− x0)2
a
v2
)
e2sϕdxdt
≤ C
(∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
h2e2sϕdxdt+ s
∫ T
0
[
aΘe2sϕ(x− x0)(vx)2dt
]x=1
x=0
)
,
(1.4)
for all s ≥ s0, where s0 is a suitable constant. Here Θ(t) := [t(T − t)]−4, and
ϕ(t, x) := Θ(t)ψ(x), with ψ(x) < 0 given explicitly in terms of a, see (3.3).
Of course, for the Carleman inequality, the location of x0 with respect to the
control set ω is irrelevant, since ω plays no role at all.
For the proof of the previous Carleman estimate a fundamental role is played
by the second basic result of this paper, that is a general Hardy-Poincare´ type
inequality proved in Proposition 2.3, of independent interest, that we establish
for all functions w which are only locally absolutely continuous in [0, 1] \ {x0}
and such that
w(0) = w(1) = 0, and
∫ 1
0
p(x)|w′(x)|2dx < +∞,
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and which reads∫ 1
0
p(x)
(x− x0)2w
2(x)dx ≤ C
∫ 1
0
p(x)|w′(x)|2dx.
Here p is any continuous function in [0, 1], with p > 0 on [0, 1] \ {x0},
p(x0) = 0 and there exists q ∈ (1, 2) such that the function
x −→ p(x)|x− x0|q is nonincreasing on the left of x = x0
and nondecreasing on the right of x = x0.
Applying estimate (1.4) to any solution v of the adjoint problem (1.3) with
h = 0, we shall obtain the observability inequality∫ 1
0
v2(0, x)dx ≤ C
∫ T
0
∫
ω
v2(t, x)dxdt,
where now we consider the fact that x0 ∈ ω.
Such a result is then extended to the complete linear problem

ut − (a(x)ux)x + c(t, x)u = h(t, x)χω(x), (t, x) ∈ (0, T )× (0, 1),
u(t, 1) = u(t, 0) = 0, t ∈ (0, T ),
u(0, x) = u0(x), x ∈ (0, 1),
(1.5)
where c is a bounded function, previously proving a Carleman estimate associ-
ated to this problem, see Corollary 5.1 and Proposition 5.1.
Finally, observe that on a we require that there exists K ∈ (0, 2) such that
(x − x0)a′ ≤ Ka in [0, 1], and K ≥ 2 is excluded. This technical assumption,
which is essential in all our results, is the same made, for example, in [3], where
the degeneracy occurs at the boundary of the domain and the problem fails to be
null controllable on the whole interval [0, 1]. But since the null controllability for
the parabolic problem and the observability inequality for the adjoint problem
are equivalent ([26]), it is not surprising that we require K < 2.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give the precise setting
for the weak and the strong degenerate cases and some general tools we shall
use several times; in particular a general weighted Hardy–Poincare´ inequality is
established. In Section 3 we provided the main result of this paper, i.e. a new
Carleman estimate for degenerate operators with interior degeneracy. In Section
4 we apply the previous Carleman estimates together with a Caccioppoli type
inequality to prove an observability inequality. Finally, in Section 5 we extend
the previous results to complete linear problems.
We conclude this introduction with the following
Remark 1. At a first glance, one may think that our results can be obtained
just by a “translation” of the ones obtained in [3], but this is not the case.
Indeed, in [3] the degeneracy point was the origin, where the authors put suitable
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homogeneous boundary conditions (Dirichlet for the (WD) case and weighted
Neumann in the (SD) case) which coincide exactly with the ones obtained by
the characterizations of the domains of the operators given in Propositions 2.1
and 2.2 below. In this way they can control a priori the possible uncontrolled
behaviour of the solution at the degeneracy point, while here we don’t impose
any condition on the solution in the interior point x0.
2 Preliminary Results
In order to study the well-posedness of problem (1.2), we introduce the operator
Au := (aux)x
and we consider two different classes of weighted Hilbert spaces, which are
suitable to study two different situations, namely the weakly degenerate (WD)
and the strongly degenerate (SD) cases:
CASE (WD):
H1a(0, 1) :=
{
u is absolutely continuous in [0, 1],
√
au′ ∈ L2(0, 1) and u(0) = u(1) = 0},
and
H2a(0, 1) :=
{
u ∈ H1a(0, 1)| au′ ∈ H1(0, 1)
}
;
CASE (SD):
H1a(0, 1) :=
{
u ∈ L2(0, 1) |u locally absolutely continuous in [0, x0) ∪ (x0, 1],√
au′ ∈ L2(0, 1) and u(0) = u(1) = 0}
and
H2a(0, 1) :=
{
u ∈ H1a(0, 1)| au′ ∈ H1(0, 1)
}
.
In both cases we consider the norms
‖u‖2H1a(0,1) := ‖u‖
2
L2(0,1) + ‖
√
au′‖2L2(0,1),
and
‖u‖2H2a(0,1) := ‖u‖
2
H1a(0,1)
+ ‖(au′)′‖2L2(0,1)
and we set
D(A) = H2a(0, 1).
The function a playing a crucial role, it is non surprising that the following
lemma is crucial as well:
Lemma 2.1. Assume that Hypothesis 1.1 or 1.2 is satisfied.
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1. Then for all γ ≥ K the map
x 7→ |x− x0|
γ
a
is nonincreasing on the left of x = x0
and nondecreasing on the right of x = x0,
so that lim
x→x0
|x− x0|γ
a
= 0 for all γ > K.
2. If K < 1, then
1
a
∈ L1(0, 1).
3. If K ∈ [1, 2), then 1√
a
∈ L1(0, 1) and 1
a
6∈ L1(0, 1).
Proof. The first point is an easy consequence of the assumption. Now, we prove
the second point: by the first part, it follows that
|x− x0|K
a(x)
≤ max
{
xK0
a(0)
,
(1− x0)K
a(1)
}
.
Thus
1
a(x)
≤ max
{
xK0
a(0)
,
(1 − x0)K
a(1)
}
1
|x− x0|K .
Since K < 1, the right-hand side of the last inequality is integrable, and then
1
a
∈ L1(0, 1). Analogously, one obtains the third point.
On the contrary, the fact that a ∈ C1([0, 1]), and 1√
a
∈ L1(0, 1) implies that
1
a
6∈ L1(0, 1). Indeed, the assumptions on a imply that a(x) =
∫ x
x0
a′(s)ds ≤
C|x − x0| for a positive constant C. Thus for all x 6= x0, 1
a(x)
≥ C 1|x− x0| 6∈
L1(0, 1).
We immediately start using the lemma above, giving the following charac-
terizations for the (SD) case which are already given in [23, Propositions 2.3
and 2.4], but whose proofs we repeat here to make precise some calculations.
Proposition 2.1. Let
X := {u ∈ L2(0, 1) | u locally absolutely continuous in [0, 1] \ {x0},√
au′ ∈ L2(0, 1), au ∈ H10 (0, 1) and
(au)(x0) = u(0) = u(1) = 0}.
Then, under Hypothesis 1.2 we have
H1a(0, 1) = X.
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Proof. Obviously, X ⊆ H1a . Now we take u ∈ H1a , and we prove that u ∈ X .
First, observe that (au)(0) = (au)(1) = 0. Moreover, since a ∈W 1,∞(0, 1), then
(au)′ = a′u+ au′ ∈ L2(0, 1). Thus, for x < x0, one has
(au)(x) =
∫ x
0
(au)′(t)dt
This implies that there exists limx→x−
0
(au)(x) = (au)(x0) =
∫ x0
0
(au)′(t)dt =
L ∈ R. If L 6= 0, then there exists C > 0 such that
|(au)(x)| ≥ C
for all x in a neighborhood of x0, x 6= x0. Thus, setting C1 := C
2
max[0,1] a(x)
> 0,
it follows that
|u2(x)| ≥ C
2
a2(x)
≥ C1
a(x)
,
for all x in a left neighborhood of x0, x 6= x0. But, since the operator is strongly
degenerate,
1
a
6∈ L1(0, 1) thus u 6∈ L2(0, 1). Hence L = 0. Analogously, starting
from
(au)(x) = −
∫ 1
x
(au)′(t)dt for x > x0,
one can prove that limx→x+
0
(au)(x) = (au)(x0) = 0 and thus (au)(x0) = 0.
From this it also easily follows that (au)′ is the distributional derivative of au,
and so au ∈ H10 (0, 1), i.e. u ∈ X .
Using the previous result, one can prove the following additional character-
ization.
Proposition 2.2. Let
D := {u ∈ L2(0, 1) u locally absolutely continuous in [0, 1] \ {x0},
au ∈ H10 (0, 1), au′ ∈ H1(0, 1), au is continuous at x0 and
(au)(x0) = (au
′)(x0) = u(0) = u(1) = 0}.
Then, under Hypothesis 1.2 we have
H2a(0, 1) = D(A) = D.
Proof. D ⊆ D(A) : Let u ∈ D. It is sufficient to prove that √au′ ∈ L2(0, 1).
Since au′ ∈ H1(0, 1) and u(1) = 0 (recall that a > 0 in [0, 1] \ {x0}), for
x ∈ (x0, 1] we have∫ 1
x
[(au′)′u](s)ds = [au′u]1x −
∫ 1
x
(a(u′)2)(s)ds = −(au′u)(x)−
∫ 1
x
(a(u′)2)(s)ds.
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Thus
(au′u)(x) = −
∫ 1
x
[(au′)′u](s)ds−
∫ 1
x
(a(u′)2)(s)ds.
Since u ∈ D, (au′)′u ∈ L1(0, 1). Hence, there exists
lim
x→x+
0
(au′u)(x) = L ∈ [−∞,+∞),
since no integrability is known about a(u′)2 and such a limit could be −∞. If
L 6= 0, there exists C > 0 such that
|(au′u)(x)| ≥ C
for all x in a right neighborhood of x0, x 6= x0. Thus, by [23, Lemma 2.5], there
exists C1 > 0 such that
|u(x)| ≥ C|(au′)(x)| ≥
C1√
(x − x0)
for all x in a right neighborhood of x0, x 6= x0. This implies that u 6∈ L2(0, 1).
Hence L = 0 and ∫ 1
x0
[(au′)′u](s)ds = −
∫ 1
x0
(a(u′)2)(s)ds. (2.1)
If x ∈ [0, x0), proceeding as before and using the condition u(0) = 0, it follows
that ∫ x0
0
[(au′)′u](s)ds = −
∫ x0
0
(a(u′)2)(s)ds. (2.2)
By (2.1) and (2.2), it follows that∫ 1
0
[(au′)′u](s)ds = −
∫ 1
0
(a(u′)2)(s)ds.
Since (au′)′u ∈ L1(0, 1), then √au′ ∈ L2(0, 1). Hence, D ⊆ D(A).
D(A) ⊆ D : Let u ∈ D(A). By Proposition 2.1, we know that au ∈ H10 (0, 1)
and (au)(x0) = 0. Thus, it is sufficient to prove that (au
′)(x0) = 0. Toward
this end, observe that, since au′ ∈ H1(0, 1), there exists L ∈ R such that
lim
x→x0
(au′)(x) = (au′)(x0) = L. If L 6= 0, there exists C > 0 such that
|(au′)(x)| ≥ C,
for all x in a neighborhood of x0. Thus
|(a(u′)2)(x)| ≥ C
2
a(x)
,
for all x in a neighborhood of x0, x 6= x0. By Lemma 2.1, this implies that√
au′ 6∈ L2(0, 1). Hence L = 0, that is (au′)(x0) = 0.
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Now, let us go back to problem (1.2), recalling the following
Definition 2.1. If u0 ∈ L2(0, 1) and h ∈ L2(QT ), a function u is said to be a
(weak) solution of (1.2) if
u ∈ C([0, T ];L2(0, 1)) ∩ L2(0, T ;H1a(0, 1))
and ∫ 1
0
u(T, x)ϕ(T, x) dx −
∫ 1
0
u0(x)ϕ(0, x) dx −
∫
QT
uϕt dxdt =
−
∫
QT
auxϕx dxdt +
∫
QT
hϕχω dxdt
for all ϕ ∈ H1(0, T ;L2(0, 1)) ∩ L2(0, T ;H1a(0, 1)).
As proved in [23] (see Theorems 2.2, 2.7 and 4.1), problem (1.2) is well-posed
in the sense of the following theorem:
Theorem 2.1. For all h ∈ L2(QT ) and u0 ∈ L2(0, 1), there exists a unique weak
solution u ∈ C([0, T ];L2(0, 1)) ∩ L2(0, T ;H1a(0, 1)) of (1.2) and there exists a
universal positive constant C such that
sup
t∈[0,T ]
‖u(t)‖2L2(0,1) +
∫ T
0
‖u(t)‖2H1a(0,1)dt ≤ C(‖u0‖
2
L2(0,1) + ‖h‖2L2(QT )). (2.3)
Moreover, if u0 ∈ H1a(0, 1), then
u ∈ H1(0, T ;L2(0, 1)) ∩ C([0, T ];H1a(0, 1)) ∩ L2(0, T ;H2a(0, 1)), (2.4)
and there exists a universal positive constant C such that
sup
t∈[0,T ]
(
‖u(t)‖2H1a(0,1)
)
+
∫ T
0
(
‖ut‖2L2(0,1) + ‖(aux)x‖2L2(0,1)
)
dt
≤ C
(
‖u0‖2H1a(0,1) + ‖h‖
2
L2(QT )
)
.
(2.5)
Moreover, A generates an analytic semigroup on L2(0, 1).
So far we have introduced all the tools which will let us deal with solutions
of problem (1.2), also with additional regularity. Now, we conclude this section
with an essential tool for proving Carleman estimates and observability inequal-
ities, that is a new weighted Hardy–Poincare´ inequality for functions which may
not be globally absolutely continuous in the domain, but whose irregularity point
is “controlled” by the fact that the weight degenerates exactly there.
Proposition 2.3 (Hardy–Poincare´ inequality). Assume that p ∈ C([0, 1]), p >
0 on [0, 1] \ {x0}, p(x0) = 0 and there exists q ∈ (1, 2) such that the function
x −→ p(x)|x− x0|q is nonincreasing on the left of x = x0
and nondecreasing on the right of x = x0.
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Then, there exists a constant CHP > 0 such that for any function w, locally
absolutely continuous on [0, x0) ∪ (x0, 1] and satisfying
w(0) = w(1) = 0 and
∫ 1
0
p(x)|w′(x)|2 dx < +∞ ,
the following inequality holds:
∫ 1
0
p(x)
(x− x0)2w
2(x) dx ≤ CHP
∫ 1
0
p(x)|w′(x)|2 dx. (2.6)
Proof. Fix any β ∈ (1, q) and ε > 0 small. Since w(1) = 0, applying Ho¨lder’s
inequality and Fubini’s Theorem, we have∫ 1
x0+ε
p(x)
(x− x0)2w
2(x) dx
=
∫ 1
x0+ε
p(x)
(x− x0)2
( ∫ 1
x
((y − x0)β/2w′(y))(y − x0)−β/2 dy
)2
dx
≤
∫ 1
x0+ε
p(x)
(x− x0)2
( ∫ 1
x
(y − x0)β |w′(y)|2 dy
∫ 1
x
(y − x0)−β dy
)
dx
≤ 1
β − 1
∫ 1
x0+ε
p(x)
(x− x0)1+β
(∫ 1
x
(y − x0)β |w′(y)|2 dy
)
dx
=
1
β − 1
∫ 1
x0+ε
(y − x0)β |w′(y)|2
(∫ y
x0+ε
p(x)
(x− x0)1+β dx
)
dy
=
1
β − 1
∫ 1
x0+ε
(y − x0)β |w′(y)|2
(∫ y
x0+ε
p(x)
(x− x0)q (x− x0)
q−1−β dx
)
dy.
Now, thanks to our hypothesis, we find
p(x)
(x− x0)q ≤
p(y)
(y − x0)q , ∀ x, y ∈ [x0 + ε, 1], x < y.
Thus∫ 1
x0+ε
p(x)
(x− x0)2w
2(x) dx
≤ 1
β − 1
∫ 1
x0+ε
p(y)
(y − x0)q (y − x0)
β |w′(y)|2
(∫ y
x0+ε
(x− x0)q−1−β dx
)
dy
=
1
(β − 1)(q − β)
∫ 1
x0+ε
p(y)
(y − x0)q (y − x0)
q−β(y − x0)β |w′(y)|2dy
=
1
(β − 1)(q − β)
∫ 1
x0+ε
p(y)|w′(y)|2dy.
(2.7)
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Now, proceeding as before, and using the fact that w(0) = 0, one has∫ x0−ε
0
p(x)
(x0 − x)2w
2(x) dx
≤
∫ x0−ε
0
p(x)
(x0 − x)2
( ∫ x
0
(x0 − y)β |w′(y)|2 dy
∫ x
0
(x0 − y)−β dy
)
dx
≤ 1
β − 1
∫ x0−ε
0
p(x)
(x0 − x)1+β
(∫ x
0
(x0 − y)β|w′(y)|2 dy
)
dx
=
1
β − 1
∫ x0−ε
0
(x0 − y)β|w′(y)|2
(∫ x0−ε
y
p(x)
(x0 − x)q (x0 − x)
q−1−β dx
)
dy.
By assumption
p(x)
(x0 − x)q ≤
p(y)
(x0 − y)q , ∀ x, y ∈ [0, x0 − ε], y < x.
Hence,∫ x0−ε
0
p(x)
(x0 − x)2w
2(x) dx
≤ 1
β − 1
∫ x0−ε
0
p(y)
(x0 − y)q (x0 − y)
β |w′(y)|2
( ∫ x0−ε
y
(x0 − x)q−1−β dx
)
dy
=
1
(β − 1)(q − β)
∫ x0−ε
0
p(y)|w′(y)|2dy.
(2.8)
Passing to the limit as ε → 0 and combining (2.7) and (2.8), the conclusion
follows.
3 Carleman Estimate for Degenerate Parabolic
Problems
In this section we prove a crucial estimate of Carleman type, that will be useful
to prove an observability inequality for the adjoint problem of (1.2) in both the
weakly and the strongly degenerate cases. Thus, let us consider the problem{
vt + (avx)x = h, (t, x) ∈ (0, T )× (0, 1),
v(t, 0) = v(t, 1) = 0, t ∈ (0, T ), (3.1)
where a satisfies the following assumption:
Hypothesis 3.1. The function a satisfies Hypothesis 1.1 or Hypothesis 1.2 and
there exists ϑ ∈ (0,K] such that the function
x −→ a(x)|x− x0|ϑ is nonincreasing on the left of x = x0
and nondecreasing on the right of x = x0.
(3.2)
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Here K is the constant appearing in Hypothesis 1.1 or 1.2, respectively.
Remark 2. Observe that if x0 = 0, Hypothesis 3.1 is the same introduced in
[3] only for the strongly degenerate case. On the other hand, here we have to
require this additional assumption also in the weakly degenerate case. This is
due to the fact that in this case we don’t know if u(x0) = 0 for all u ∈ H1a(0, 1),
as it happens when x0 = 0 and one imposes homogeneous Dirichlet boundary
conditions, as in [3]; indeed, the choice of homogeneous Dirichlet boundary
conditions in [3] helps in controlling the function at the degeneracy point, while
here we don’t require the corresponding condition u(x0) = 0, so that some
other condition is needed. However, in both cases, Hypothesis 3.1 is satisfied if
a(x) = |x− x0|K , with K ∈ (0, 2).
Now, let us introduce the function ϕ(t, x) := Θ(t)ψ(x), where
Θ(t) :=
1
[t(T − t)]4 and ψ(x) := c1
[∫ x
x0
y − x0
a(y)
dy − c2
]
, (3.3)
with c2 > max
{
(1 − x0)2
a(1)(2−K) ,
x20
a(0)(2−K)
}
and c1 > 0. A more precise re-
striction on c1 will be needed later. Observe that Θ(t) → +∞ as t → 0+, T−,
and by Lemma 2.1 we have that, if x > x0,
ψ(x) ≤ c1
[∫ x
x0
(y − x0)K
a(y)
1
(y − x0)K−1 dy − c2
]
≤ c1
[
(x− x0)K
a(x)
(x− x0)2−K
2−K − c2
]
≤ c1
[
(1− x0)K
a(1)
(1− x0)2−K
2−K − c2
]
= c1
[
(1− x0)2
(2−K)a(1) − c2
]
< 0.
(3.4)
In the same way one can treat the case x ∈ [0, x0), so that
ψ(x) < 0 for every x ∈ [0, 1].
Moreover, it is also easy to see that ψ ≥ −c1c2.
Our main result is thus the following.
Theorem 3.1. Assume Hypothesis 3.1 and let T > 0. Then, there exist two
positive constants C and s0, such that every solution v of (3.1) in
V := L2(0, T ;H2a(0, 1)) ∩H1(0, T ;H1a(0, 1)) (3.5)
satisfies, for all s ≥ s0,∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
(
sΘa(vx)
2 + s3Θ3
(x− x0)2
a
v2
)
e2sϕdxdt
≤ C
(∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
|h|2e2sϕdxdt+ sc1
∫ T
0
[
aΘe2sϕ(x− x0)(vx)2dt
]x=1
x=0
)
,
where c1 is the constant introduced in (3.3).
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3.1 Proof of Theorem 3.1
For s > 0, define the function
w(t, x) := esϕ(t,x)v(t, x),
where v is any solution of (3.1) in V ; observe that, since v ∈ V and ψ < 0, then
w ∈ V . Of course, w satisfies

(e−sϕw)t + (a(e
−sϕw)x)x = h, (t, x) ∈ (0, T )× (0, 1),
w(t, 0) = w(t, 1) = 0, t ∈ (0, T ),
w(T−, x) = w(0+, x) = 0, x ∈ (0, 1).
(3.6)
The previous problem can be recast as follows. Set
Lv := vt + (avx)x and Lsw = e
sϕL(e−sϕw), s > 0.
Then (3.6) becomes

Lsw = e
sϕh,
w(t, 0) = w(t, 1) = 0, t ∈ (0, T ),
w(T−, x) = w(0+, x) = 0, x ∈ (0, 1).
Computing Lsw, one has
Lsw = L
+
s w + L
−
s w,
where
L+s w := (awx)x − sϕtw + s2a(ϕx)2w,
and
L−s w := wt − 2saϕxwx − s(aϕx)xw.
Moreover,
2〈L+s w,L−s w〉 ≤ 2〈L+s w,L−s w〉+ ‖L+s w‖2L2(QT ) + ‖L−s w‖2L2(QT )
= ‖Lsw‖2L2(QT ) = ‖hesϕ‖2L2(QT ),
(3.7)
where 〈·, ·〉 denotes the usual scalar product in L2(QT ). As usual, we will
separate the scalar product 〈L+s w,L−s w〉 in distributed terms and boundary
terms.
Lemma 3.1. The following identity holds:
〈L+s w,L−s w〉
=
s
2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
ϕttw
2dxdt + s3
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
(2aϕxx + a
′ϕx)a(ϕx)
2w2dxdt
− 2s2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
aϕxϕtxw
2dxdt+ s
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
(2a2ϕxx + aa
′ϕx)(wx)
2dxdt


{D.T.}
(3.8)
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{B.T.}


+
∫ T
0
[awxwt]
x=1
x=0dt−
s
2
∫ 1
0
[w2ϕt]
t=T
t=0 dx+
s2
2
∫ 1
0
[a(ϕx)
2w2]t=Tt=0 dt
+
∫ T
0
[−sϕx(awx)2 + s2aϕtϕxw2 − s3a2(ϕx)3w2]x=1x=0dt
+
∫ T
0
[−sa(aϕx)xwwx]x=1x=0dt−
1
2
∫ 1
0
[
a(wx)
2
]T
0
dx.
Proof. First, let us note that all integrals which appear in 〈L+s w,L−s w〉 are well
defined both in the weakly and the strongly degenerate case by Theorem 2.1,
as simple calculations show, recalling that w = esϕv. Moreover, we remark that
all the following integrations by parts are justified by Proposition 2.2 and the
fact that w ∈ V . Hence∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
L+s wwtdxdt =
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
{(awx)x − sϕtw + s2a(ϕx)2w}wtdxdt
=
∫ T
0
[awxwt]
x=1
x=0dt−
∫ T
0
1
2
d
dt
(∫ 1
0
a(wx)
2dx
)
dt
− s
2
∫ T
0
dt
∫ 1
0
ϕt(w
2)tdx+
s2
2
∫ T
0
dt
∫ 1
0
a(ϕx)
2(w2)tdx
=
∫ T
0
[awxwt]
x=1
x=0dt−
s
2
∫ 1
0
[w2ϕt]
t=T
t=0 dx+
s2
2
∫ 1
0
[a(ϕx)
2w2]t=Tt=0 dt
−
∫ T
0
1
2
d
dt
(∫ 1
0
a(wx)
2dx
)
dt+
s
2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
ϕttw
2dxdt
− s2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
aϕxϕxtw
2dxdt.
(3.9)
In addition, we have
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
L+s w(−2saϕxwx)dxdt = −2s
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
ϕx
[
(awx)
2
2
]
x
dxdt
+ 2s2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
aϕtϕx
(
w2
2
)
x
dxdt− 2s3
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
a2(ϕx)
3wwxdxdt
=
∫ T
0
[−sϕx(awx)2 + s2aϕtϕxw2 − s3a2(ϕx)3w2]x=1x=0dt
+ s
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
ϕxx(awx)
2dxdt− s2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
(aϕtϕx)xw
2dxdt
+ s3
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
{(a(ϕx)2)xaϕx + a(ϕx)2(aϕx)x}w2dxdt.
(3.10)
At this point, note that (aϕx)x = c1Θ, so that (aϕx)xx = 0.
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Moreover∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
L+s w(−s(aϕx)xw)dxdt =
∫ T
0
[−sawxw(aϕx)x]x=1x=0dt
+ s
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
awx(aϕx)xwxdxdt
+ s2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
(aϕx)xϕtw
2dxdt − s3
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
a(ϕx)
2(aϕx)xw
2dxdt.
(3.11)
Adding (3.9)-(3.11), (3.8) follows immediately.
Now, the crucial step is to prove the following estimate:
Lemma 3.2. Assume Hypothesis 3.1. Then there exists a positive constant s0
such that for all s ≥ s0 the distributed terms of (3.8) satisfy the estimate
s
2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
ϕttw
2dxdt+ s3
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
(2aϕxx + a
′ϕx)a(ϕ
2
x)w
2dxdt
− 2s2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
aϕxϕtxw
2dxdt+ s
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
(2a2ϕxx + aa
′ϕx)(wx)
2dxdt
≥ C
2
s
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θa(wx)
2dxdt+
C3
2
s3
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θ3
(x− x0)2
a
w2dxdt,
for a positive constant C.
Proof. Using the definition of ϕ, the distributed terms of
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0 L
+
s wL
−
s wdxdt
take the form
s
2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θ¨ψw2dxdt + s3
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θ3a(2aψ′′ + a′ψ′)(ψ′)2w2dxdt
− 2s2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
ΘΘ˙a(ψ′)2w2dxd+ s
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θa(2aψ′′ + a′ψ′)(wx)
2dxdt.
(3.12)
Because of the choice of ψ(x), one has
2a(x)ψ′′(x) + a′(x)ψ′(x) = c1
2a(x)− a′(x)(x − x0)
a(x)
.
Thus (3.12) becomes
s
2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θ¨ψw2dxdt− 2s2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
ΘΘ˙a(ψ′)2w2dxdt
+ sc1
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θ(2a(x)− a′(x)(x − x0))(wx)2dxdt
+ s3c1
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θ3(ψ′)2(2a(x)− a′(x)(x − x0))w2dxdt.
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By assumption, one can estimate the previous terms in the following way:
s
2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θ¨ψw2dxdt− 2s2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
ΘΘ˙a(ψ′)2w2dxdt
+ sc1
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θ(2a(x)− a′(x)(x − x0))(wx)2dxdt
+ s3c1
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θ3(ψ′)2(2a(x) − a′(x)(x − x0))w2dxdt
≥ −2s2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
ΘΘ˙a(ψ′)2w2dxdt+
s
2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θ¨ψw2dxdt
+ sC
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θa(wx)
2dxdt+ s3C3
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θ3
(x− x0)2
a
w2dxdt,
where C > 0 is some universal positive constant. Observing that |ΘΘ˙| ≤
cΘ9/4 ≤ cΘ3 and |Θ¨| ≤ cΘ3/2, for a positive constant c, we conclude that,
for s large enough,∣∣∣∣∣−2s2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
ΘΘ˙a(ψ′)2w2dxdt
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2cs2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θ3a(ψ′)2w2dxdt
= 2cs2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θ3c21
(x− x0)2
a
w2dxdt ≤ C
3
4
s3
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θ3
(x− x0)2
a
w2dxdt.
Moreover, ∣∣∣∣∣s2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θ¨ψw2dxdt
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ s2c1c
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θ3/2bw2dxdt
∣∣∣∣∣
+ s
c1c2
2
c
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θ3/2w2dxdt
∣∣∣∣∣ ,
(3.13)
where b(x) =
∫ x
x0
y − x0
a(y)
dy ≥ 0. Now, since the function x 7→ |x− x0|
K
a(x)
is
nonincreasing on [0, x0) and nondecreasing on (x0, 1] (see Lemma 2.1), one has
b(x) ≤ (x− x0)
2
(2−K)a(x) , see (3.4). Hence
s
2
c1c
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θ3/2bw2dxdt ≤ C
3
8
s3
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θ3
(x− x0)2
a
w2dxdt,
for s large enough.
It remains to bound the term
∣∣∣∫ T0 ∫ 10 Θ3/2w2dxdt
∣∣∣. Using the Young inequal-
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ity, we find
s
c1c2
2
c
∣∣∣∣
∫ 1
0
Θ3/2w2dx
∣∣∣∣
= s
c1c2
2
c
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ 1
0
(
Θ
a1/3
|x− x0|2/3
w2
)3/4(
Θ3
|x− x0|2
a
w2
)1/4∣∣∣∣∣
≤ s3c1c2
4
c
∫ 1
0
Θ
a1/3
|x− x0|2/3
w2dx+ s
c1c2
4
c
∫ 1
0
Θ3
|x− x0|2
a
w2dx.
(3.14)
Now, consider the function p(x) = (a(x)|x − x0|4)1/3. It is clear that, set-
ting C1 := max
{(
x20
a(0)
)2/3
,
(
(1 − x0)2
a(1)
)2/3}
, by Lemma 2.1 we have p(x) =
a(x)
(
(x− x0)2
a(x)
)2/3
≤ C1a(x) and a
1/3
|x− x0|2/3
=
p(x)
(x− x0)2 . Moreover, using
Hypothesis 3.1, one has that the function
p(x)
|x− x0|q , where q :=
4 + ϑ
3
∈ (1, 2),
is nonincreasing on the left of x = x0 and nondecreasing on the right of x = x0.
The Hardy-Poincare´ inequality (see Proposition 2.3) implies
∫ 1
0
Θ
a1/3
|x− x0|2/3w
2dx =
∫ 1
0
Θ
p
(x− x0)2w
2dx ≤ CHP
∫ 1
0
Θp(wx)
2dx
≤ CHPC1
∫ 1
0
Θa(wx)
2dx,
(3.15)
where CHP and C1 are the Hardy-Poincare´ constant and the constant introduced
before, respectively. Thus, for s large enough, by (3.14) and (3.15), we have
s
c1c2
2
c
∫ 1
0
Θ3/2w2dx ≤ C
2
s
∫ 1
0
Θa(wx)
2dx+
C3
8
s3
∫ 1
0
Θ3
(x− x0)2
a
w2dxdt,
for a positive constant C. Using the estimates above, from (3.13) we finally
obtain ∣∣∣∣∣s2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θ¨ψw2dxdt
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C2 s
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θa(wx)
2dxdt
+
C3
4
s3
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θ3
(x− x0)2
a
w2dxdt.
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Summing up, we obtain
s
2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
ϕttw
2dxdt+ s
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
a(aϕx)xxwwxdxdt
− 2s2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
aϕxϕtxw
2dxdt+ s
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
(2a2ϕxx + aa
′ϕx)(wx)
2dxdt
+ s3
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
(2aϕxx + a
′ϕx)a(ϕx)
2w2dxdt
≥ C
2
s
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θa(wx)
2dxdt+
C3
2
s3
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θ3
(x− x0)2
a
w2dxdt.
For the boundary terms in (3.8), it holds:
Lemma 3.3. The boundary terms in (3.8) reduce to
−s
∫ T
0
[
Θ(awx)
2ψ′
]x=1
x=0
dt.
Proof. Using the definition of ϕ, we have that the boundary terms become
(B.T.) =
∫ T
0
[awxwt − saΘ(aψ′)′wwx + s2Θ˙Θaψψ′w2
− s3a2Θ3(ψ′)3w2 − sΘ(awx)2ψ′]x=1x=0dt
+
∫ 1
0
[
−s
2
w2ψΘ˙ +
s2
2
aw2(ψ′)2Θ2 − 1
2
a(wx)
2
]t=T
t=0
dx.
(3.16)
Since w ∈ V , w ∈ C([0, T ];H1a(0, 1)). Thus w(0, x), w(T, x), wx(0, x), wx(T, x)
and
∫ 1
0
[
a(wx)
2
]T
0
dx are indeed well defined. Using the boundary conditions of
w and the definition of w, we get that∫ 1
0
[
−s
2
w2ψΘ˙ +
s2
2
aw2(ψ′)2Θ2 − 1
2
a(wx)
2
]t=T
t=0
dx = 0.
Moreover, since w ∈ V , we have that wt(t, 0) and wt(t, 1) make sense. There-
fore, also a(0)wx(t, 0) and a(1)wx(t, 1) are well defined. In fact w(t, ·) ∈ H2a(0, 1)
and a(·)wx(t, ·) ∈ W 1,2(0, 1) ⊂ C([0, 1]). Thus
∫ T
0
[awxwt]
x=1
x=0dt is well defined
and actually equals 0, as we get using the boundary conditions on w.
Now, consider the second, the third and the fourth terms of (3.16). By
definition of ψ and using the hypothesis on a, the functions (aψ′)′, aψψ′ and
a2(ψ′)3 are bounded on [0, 1]. Thus, by the boundary conditions on w, one has
s
∫ T
0
[aΘ(aψ′)′wwx]
x=1
x=0 dt = s
2
∫ T
0
[
Θ˙Θaψψ′w2
]x=1
x=0
dt
= s3
∫ T
0
[
a2Θ3(ψ′)3w2
]x=1
x=0
dt = 0.
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From Lemma 3.1, Lemma 3.2, and Lemma 3.3, we deduce immediately that
there exist two positive constants C and s0, such that all solutions w of (3.6)
satisfy, for all s ≥ s0,∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
L+s wL
−
s wdxdt ≥ Cs
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θa(wx)
2dxdt
+ Cs3
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θ3
(x− x0)2
a
w2dxdt
− s
∫ T
0
[
Θa2(wx)
2ψ′
]x=1
x=0
dt.
(3.17)
Thus, a straightforward consequence of (3.7) and of (3.17) is the next result.
Proposition 3.1. Assume Hypothesis 3.1 and let T > 0. Then, there exist two
positive constants C and s0, such that all solutions w of (3.6) in V satisfy, for
all s ≥ s0,
s
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θa(wx)
2dxdt+ s3
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θ3
(x− x0)2
a
w2dxdt
≤ C
(∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
|h|2e2sϕ(t,x)dxdt + s
∫ T
0
[
Θa2(wx)
2ψ′
]x=1
x=0
dt.
)
.
Recalling the definition of w, we have v = e−sϕw and vx = −sΘψ′e−sϕw +
e−sϕwx. Thus, by the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
(
sΘa(vx)
2 + s3Θ3
(x− x0)2
a
v2
)
e2sϕdxdt
≤
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
(
sΘa(wx)
2dxdt + s3c21Θ
3 (x− x0)2
a
w2
)
dxdt,
and by Proposition 3.1, Theorem 3.1 follows.
4 Application of Carleman estimates to observ-
ability inequalities
In this section we provide a possible application of the Carleman estimates
established in the previous section, considering the control problem (1.2). In
particular, we consider the situation in which x0 is inside the control interval
x0 ∈ ω = (α, β) ⊂ (0, 1). (4.1)
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Now, we associate to the linear problem (1.2) the homogeneous adjoint prob-
lem 

vt + (avx)x = 0, (t, x) ∈ QT ,
v(t, 0) = v(t, 1) = 0, t ∈ (0, T ),
v(T, x) = vT (x) ∈ L2(0, 1),
(4.2)
where T > 0 is given. By the Carleman estimate in Theorem 3.1, we will de-
duce the following observability inequality for both the weakly and the strongly
degenerate cases:
Proposition 4.1. Assume Hypothesis 3.1 and (4.1). Then there exists a posi-
tive constant CT such that every solution v ∈ C([0, T ];L2(0, 1))∩L2(0, T ;H1a(0, 1))
of (4.2) satisfies
∫ 1
0
v2(0, x)dx ≤ CT
∫ T
0
∫
w
v2(t, x)dxdt. (4.3)
4.1 Proof of Proposition 4.1
In this subsection we will prove, as a consequence of the Carleman estimate
proved in Section 3, the observability inequality (4.3). For this purpose, we will
give some preliminary results. As a first step, we consider the adjoint problem
with more regular final–time datum

vt + (avx)x = 0, (t, x) ∈ QT ,
v(t, 0) = v(t, 1) = 0, t ∈ (0, T ),
v(T, x) = vT (x) ∈ D(A2),
(4.4)
where
D(A2) =
{
u ∈ D(A)
∣∣ Au ∈ D(A) }
and Au := (aux)x. Observe that D(A2) is densely defined in D(A) (see, for
example, [8, Lemma 7.2]) and hence in L2(0, 1). As in [11], [12] or [22], letting
vT vary in D(A2), we define the following class of functions:
W :=
{
v is a solution of (4.4)
}
.
Obviously (see, for example, [8, Theorem 7.5])
W ⊂ C1([0, T ] ; H2a(0, 1)) ⊂ V ⊂ U ,
where, V is defined in (3.5) and
U := C([0, T ];L2(0, 1)) ∩ L2(0, T ;H1a(0, 1)). (4.5)
We start with
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Proposition 4.2 (Caccioppoli’s inequality). Let ω′ and ω two open subintervals
of (0, 1) such that ω′ ⊂⊂ ω ⊂ (0, 1) and x0 6∈ ω¯′. Let ϕ(t, x) = Θ(t)Υ(x), where
Θ is defined in (3.3) and
Υ ∈ C([0, 1], (−∞, 0)) ∩C1([0, 1] \ {x0}, (−∞, 0))
is such that
|Υx| ≤ c√
a
in [0, 1] \ {x0} (4.6)
for some c > 0. Then, there exist two positive constants C and s0 such that
every solution v ∈ W of the adjoint problem (4.4) satisfies∫ T
0
∫
ω′
(vx)
2e2sϕdxdt ≤ C
∫ T
0
∫
ω
v2dxdt, (4.7)
for all s ≥ s0.
Remark 3. Of course, our prototype for Υ is the function ψ defined in (3.3).
Indeed,
|ψ′(x)| = c1
∣∣∣∣x− x0a(x)
∣∣∣∣ = c1
√
|x− x0|2
a(x)
1√
a(x)
≤ c 1√
a(x)
by Lemma 2.1.
Proof of Proposition 4.2. Let us consider a smooth function ξ : [0, 1]→ R such
that 

0 ≤ ξ(x) ≤ 1, for all x ∈ [0, 1],
ξ(x) = 1, x ∈ ω′,
ξ(x) = 0, x ∈ [ 0, 1] \ ω.
Since v solves (4.4) and has homogeneous boundary conditions, by the choice
of ϕ, we have
0 =
∫ T
0
d
dt
(∫ 1
0
ξ2e2sϕv2dx
)
dt =
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
(2sξ2ϕte
2sϕv2 + 2ξ2e2sϕvvt)dxdt
= 2s
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
ξ2ϕte
2sϕv2dxdt+ 2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
ξ2e2sϕv(−(avx)x)dxdt
= 2s
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
ξ2ϕte
2sϕv2dxdt+ 2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
(ξ2e2sϕv)xavxdxdt
= 2s
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
ξ2ϕte
2sϕv2dxdt+ 2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
(ξ2e2sϕ)xavvxdxdt
+ 2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
ξ2e2sϕa(vx)
2dxdt
= 2s
∫ T
0
∫
ω
ξ2ϕte
2sϕv2dxdt+ 2
∫ T
0
∫
ω
(ξ2e2sϕ)xavvxdxdt
+ 2
∫ T
0
∫
ω
ξ2e2sϕa(vx)
2dxdt.
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Hence, by definition of ξ and the Cauchy–Schwartz inequality, the previous
identity gives
2
∫ T
0
∫
ω
ξ2e2sϕa(vx)
2dxdt = −2s
∫ T
0
∫
ω
ξ2ϕte
2sϕv2dxdt
− 2
∫ T
0
∫
ω
(ξ2e2sϕ)xavvxdxdt
≤ −2s
∫ T
0
∫
ω
ξ2ϕte
2sϕv2dxdt+
∫ T
0
∫
ω
(√
aξesϕvx
)2
dxdt
+
∫ T
0
∫
ω
(√
a
(ξ2e2sϕ)x
ξesϕ
v
)2
dxdt
= −2s
∫ T
0
∫
ω
ξ2ϕte
2sϕv2dxdt+
∫ T
0
∫
ω
ξ2e2sϕa(vx)
2dxdt
+
∫ T
0
∫
ω
[(ξ2e2sϕ)x]
2
ξ2e2sϕ
av2dxdt.
Thus, ∫ T
0
∫
ω
ξ2e2sϕa(vx)
2dxdt ≤ −2
∫ T
0
∫
ω
ξ2sϕte
2sϕv2dxdt
+
∫ T
0
∫
ω
[(ξ2e2sϕ)x]
2
ξ2e2sϕ
av2dxdt.
Since x0 6∈ ω¯′, then
inf
x∈ω′
a(x)
∫ T
0
∫
ω′
e2sϕ(vx)
2dxdt ≤
∫ T
0
∫
ω¯′
ξ2e2sϕa(vx)
2dxdt
≤
∫ T
0
∫
ω
ξ2e2sϕa(vx)
2dxdt
≤ −2
∫ T
0
∫
ω
ξ2sϕte
2sϕv2dxdt +
∫ T
0
∫
ω
[(ξ2e2sϕ)x]
2
ξ2e2sϕ
av2dxdt.
Calculations show that sϕte
2sϕ is uniformly bounded if s ≥ s0 > 0, since Υ
is strictly negative, a rough estimate being
|sϕte2sϕ| ≤ c 1
s
1/4
0 (−maxΥ)1/4
.
Indeed, |Θ˙| ≤ cΘ5/4 and
|sϕte2sϕ| ≤ cs(−Υ)Θ5/4e2sϕ ≤ c(
s(−Υ))5/4
for some constants c > 0 which may vary at every step.
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On the other hand,
[(ξ2e2sϕ)x]
2
ξ2e2sϕ
can be estimated by
C
(
e2sϕ + s2(ϕx)
2e2sϕ
)
.
Of course, e2sϕ < 1, while s2(ϕx)
2e2sϕ can be estimated with
c
(−maxΥ)2 (Υx)
2 ≤ c
a
by (4.6), for some constants c > 0.
In conclusion, we can find a positive constant C such that
−2
∫ T
0
∫
ω
ξ2sϕte
2sϕv2dxdt+
∫ T
0
∫
ω
[(ξ2e2sϕ)x]
2
ξ2e2sϕ
av2dxdt
≤ C
∫ T
0
∫
ω
v2dxdt,
and the claim follows.
We shall need the following lemma:
Lemma 4.1. Assume Hypothesis 3.1 and (4.1). Then there exist two positive
constants C and s0 such that every solution v ∈ W of (4.4) satisfies, for all
s ≥ s0,∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
(
sΘav2x + s
3Θ3
(x− x0)2
a
v2
)
e2sϕdxdt ≤ C
∫ T
0
∫
w
v2dxdt.
Here Θ and ϕ are as in (3.3).
For the proof of the previous lemma we need the following classical Carleman
estimate (see, for example [3, Proposition 4.4]):
Proposition 4.3 (Classical Carleman estimates). Let z be the solution of{
zt + (azx)x = h ∈ L2
(
(0, T )× (A,B)),
z(t, A) = z(t, B) = 0, t ∈ (0, T ), (4.8)
where a ∈ C1([A,B]) is a strictly positive function. Then there exist positive
constants c, r and s0 such that for any s ≥ s0∫ T
0
∫ B
A
sΘerζ(zx)
2e−2sΦdxdt+
∫ T
0
∫ B
A
s3Θ3e3rζz2e−2sΦdxdt
≤ c
∫ T
0
∫ B
A
e−2sΦh2dxdt− c
∫ T
0
[
σ(t, ·)e−2sΦ(t,·)|zx(t, ·)|2
]x=B
x=A
dt.
(4.9)
Here the functions ζ, σ and Φ are defined in the following way:
ζ(x) :=
∫ B
x
1√
a(y)
dy, σ(t, x) := rsΘ(t)erζ(x),
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Φ(t, x) := Θ(t)Ψ(x) and Ψ(x) := e2rζ(A) − erζ(x) > 0,
where (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× [A,B] and Θ is defined in (3.3).
(Observe that Φ > 0 and Φ(t, x)→ +∞, as t ↓ 0, t ↑ T .)
Proof of Lemma 4.1. By assumption, we can find two subintervals ω1 ⊂ (0, x0), ω2 ⊂
(x0, 1) such that (ω1 ∪ ω2) ⊂⊂ ω \ {x0}. Now, set λi := inf ωi and βi := supωi,
i = 1, 2 and consider a smooth function ξ : [0, 1]→ R such that

0 ≤ ξ(x) ≤ 1, for all x ∈ [0, 1],
ξ(x) = 1, x ∈ [λ1, β2],
ξ(x) = 0, x ∈ [0, 1] \ ω.
Define w := ξv, where v is the solution of (4.4). Hence, w satisfies{
wt + (awx)x = (aξxv)x + ξxavx =: f, (t, x) ∈ (0, T )× (0, 1),
w(t, 0) = w(t, 1) = 0, t ∈ (0, T ). (4.10)
Applying Theorem 3.1 and using the fact that w = 0 in a neighborhood of x = 0
and x = 1, we have∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
(
sΘa(wx)
2 + s3Θ3
(x− x0)2
a
w2
)
e2sϕ dxdt ≤ C
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
e2sϕf2dxdt
(4.11)
for all s ≥ s0. Then, using the definition of ξ and in particular the fact that ξx
and ξxx are supported in ω˜, where ω˜ := [inf ω, λ1] ∪ [β2, supω], we can write
f2 = ((aξxv)x + ξxavx)
2 ≤ C(v2 + (vx)2)χω˜ ,
since the function a′ is bounded on ω˜. Hence, applying Proposition 4.2 and
(4.11), we get∫ T
0
∫ β2
λ1
(
sΘa(vx)
2 + s3Θ3
(x− x0)2
a
v2
)
e2sϕdxdt
=
∫ T
0
∫ β2
λ1
(
sΘa(wx)
2 + s3Θ3
(x− x0)2
a
w2
)
e2sϕ dxdt
≤
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
(
sΘa(wx)
2 + s3Θ3
(x− x0)2
a
w2
)
e2sϕ dxdt
≤ C
∫ T
0
∫
ω˜
e2sϕ(v2 + (vx)
2)dxdt ≤ C
∫ T
0
∫
ω
v2dxdt,
(4.12)
for a positive constant C. Now, consider a smooth function η : [0, 1]→ R such
that 

0 ≤ η(x) ≤ 1, for all x ∈ [0, 1],
η(x) = 1, x ∈ [β2, 1],
η(x) = 0, x ∈
[
0, λ2+2β23
]
.
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Define z := ηv, where v is the solution of (4.4). Then z satisfies (4.8) and
(4.9), with h := (aηxv)x + ηxavx, A = λ2 and B = 1. Since h is supported in[
λ2+2β2
3 , β2
]
, by Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 with
ζ(x) = ζ1(x) :=
∫ 1
x
1√
a(y)
dy, (4.13)
we get
∫ T
0
∫ 1
λ2
sΘerζ1(zx)
2e−2sΦdxdt +
∫ T
0
∫ 1
λ2
s3Θ3e3rζ1z2e−2sΦdxdt
≤ c
∫ T
0
∫ 1
λ2
e−2sΦh2dxdt ≤ C
∫ T
0
∫
ω˜1
v2dxdt+ C
∫ T
0
∫
ω˜1
e−2sΦ(vx)
2dxdt
≤ C
∫ T
0
∫
ω
v2dxdt,
(4.14)
where ω˜1 = (λ2, β2).
Now, choose the constant c1 in (3.3) so that
c1 ≥ max

 e
2rζ1(λ2) − 1
c2 − (1−x0)2a(1)(2−K)
,
e2rζ1(λ2) − 1
c2 − x
2
0
a(0)(2−K)


where ζ1 is defined as before. Then, by definition of ϕ, the choice of c1 and by
Lemma 2.1, one can prove that there exists a positive constant k, for example
k = max
{
max
[λ2,1]
a,
(1− x0)2
a(1)
}
,
such that
a(x)e2sϕ(t,x) ≤ kerζ1(x)e−2sΦ(t,x)
and
(x− x0)2
a(x)
e2sϕ(t,x) ≤ kerζ1(x)e−2sΦ(t,x) ≤ ke3rζ1(x)e−2sΦ(t,x)
for every (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× [λ2, 1]. Thus, by (4.14), one has∫ T
0
∫ 1
λ2
(
sΘa(zx)
2 + s3Θ3
(x− x0)2
a
z2
)
e2sϕdxdt
≤ k
∫ T
0
∫ 1
λ2
sΘerζ1(zx)
2e−2sΦdxdt+ k
∫ T
0
∫ 1
λ2
s3Θ3e3rζ1z2e−2sΦdxdt
≤ kC
∫ T
0
∫
ω
v2dxdt,
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for a positive constant C. As a trivial consequence,∫ T
0
∫ 1
β2
(
sΘa(vx)
2 + s3Θ3
(x − x0)2
a
v2
)
e2sϕdxdt
=
∫ T
0
∫ 1
β2
(
sΘa(zx)
2 + s3Θ3
(x− x0)2
a
z2
)
e2sϕdxdt
≤
∫ T
0
∫ 1
λ2
(
sΘa(zx)
2 + s3Θ3
(x − x0)2
a
z2
)
e2sϕdxdt
≤ kC
∫ T
0
∫
ω
v2dxdt,
(4.15)
for a positive constant C.
Thus (4.12) and (4.15) imply∫ T
0
∫ 1
λ1
(
sΘa(vx)
2 + s3Θ3
(x− x0)2
a
v2
)
e2sϕ dxdt ≤ C
∫ T
0
∫
ω
v2dxdt, (4.16)
for some positive constant C. To complete the proof it is sufficient to prove
a similar inequality on the interval [0, λ1]. To this aim, we follow a reflection
procedure introducing the functions
W (t, x) :=
{
v(t, x), x ∈ [0, 1],
−v(t,−x), x ∈ [−1, 0], (4.17)
where v solves (4.4), and
a˜(x) :=
{
a(x), x ∈ [0, 1],
a(−x), x ∈ [−1, 0]. (4.18)
Then W satisfies the problem

Wt + (a˜Wx)x = 0, (t, x) ∈ (0, T )× (−1, 1),
W (t,−1) =W (t, 1) = 0, t ∈ (0, T ).
(4.19)
Now, consider a cut off function ρ : [−1, 1]→ R such that

0 ≤ ρ(x) ≤ 1, for all x ∈ [−1, 1],
ρ(x) = 1, x ∈ (−λ1, λ1),
ρ(x) = 0, x ∈
[
−1,−λ1+2β13
]
∪
[
λ1+2β1
3 , 1
]
.
Define Z := ρW , where W is the solution of (4.19). Then Z satisfies (4.8) and
(4.9), with h := (a˜ρxW )x + ρxa˜Wx, A = −β1 and B = β1. Now define
ζ(x) = ζ2(x) :=
∫ β1
x
1√
a˜(y)
dy,
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Using Proposition 4.3 with
Φ˜(t, x) := Θ(t)(e2rζ2(−β1) − erζ2(x)), (4.20)
the fact that Zx(t,−β1) = Zx(t, β1) = 0, the definition of W and the fact that
ρ is supported in
[
−λ1+2β13 ,−λ1
]
∪
[
λ1,
λ1+2β1
3
]
, give
∫ T
0
∫ β1
−β1
sΘerζ2(Zx)
2e−2sΦ˜dxdt +
∫ T
0
∫ β1
−β1
s3Θ3e3rζ2Z2e−2sΦ˜dxdt
≤ C
∫ T
0
∫ β1
−β1
e−2sΦ˜h2dxdt
≤ C
∫ T
0
∫
−λ1
−
λ1+2β1
3
e−2sΦ˜(W 2 + (Wx)
2)dxdt
+ C
∫ T
0
∫ λ1+2β1
3
λ1
e−2sΦ˜(W 2 + (Wx)
2)dxdt.
(4.21)
Now, putting Ξ(x) := e2rζ2(−β1) − erζ2(x) and
A :=
Ξ(−β1)
Ξ(β1)
=
e2rζ2(−β1) − erζ2(−β1)
e2rζ2(−β1) − 1 ∈ (0, 1),
we note that for any x ∈ [0, β1], s ≥ s0 and t ∈ (0, T ) we have
e−2sΘ(t)Ξ(−x) ≤ e−2AsΘ(t)Ξ(x).
Hence, using the oddness of the involved functions,∫ T
0
∫
−λ1
−
λ1+2β1
3
e−2sΦ˜(W 2 + (Wx)
2)dxdt ≤
∫ T
0
∫ λ1+2β1
3
λ1
e−2AsΦ˜(W 2 + (Wx)
2)dxdt
≤
∫ T
0
∫ λ1+2β1
3
λ1
v2dxdt + C
∫ T
0
∫ λ1+2β1
3
λ1
e−2AsθΞ(vx)
2dxdt
≤
∫ T
0
∫
ω
v2dxdt+ C
∫ T
0
∫ λ1+2β1
3
λ1
e−2AsθΞ(vx)
2dxdt,
(4.22)
for some positive constant C. Now, after relabeling s˜ = As, (4.22) and Propo-
sition 4.2 imply the existence of C > 0 and s1 > 0 such that for all s ≥ s1 we
get ∫ T
0
∫
−λ1
−
λ1+2β1
3
e−2sΦ˜(W 2 + (Wx)
2)dxdt ≤ C
∫ T
0
∫
ω
v2dxdt. (4.23)
On the other hand, Proposition 4.2 immediately implies in an easier way
that ∫ T
0
∫ λ1+2β1
3
λ1
e−2sΦ˜(W 2 + (Wx)
2)dxdt ≤ C
∫ T
0
∫
ω
v2dxdt (4.24)
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for all s large enough and for a suitable C > 0.
In conclusion, (4.21)–(3.3) imply that there exists s0 and C > 0 such that∫ T
0
∫ β1
−β1
sΘerζ2(Zx)
2e−2sΦ˜dxdt+
∫ T
0
∫ β1
−β1
s3Θ3e3rζ2Z2e−2sΦ˜dxdt
≤ C
∫ T
0
∫
ω
v2dxdt
(4.25)
for all s ≥ s0.
Now, define
ϕ˜(t, x) := Θ(t)ψ˜(x),
where
ψ˜(x) :=


ψ(x), x ≥ 0,
ψ(−x) = c1
[∫ x
−x0
t+ x0
a˜(t)
dt− c2
]
, x < 0.
(4.26)
and choose the constant c1 so that
c1 ≥ max

 e
2rζ1(λ2) − 1
c2 − (1−x0)2a(1)(2−K)
,
e2rζ1(λ2) − 1
c2 − x
2
0
a(0)(2−K)
,
e2rζ2(−β1) − 1
c2 − (1−x0)2a(1)(2−K)
,
e2rζ2(−β1) − 1
c2 − x
2
0
a(0)(2−K)

 .
Thus, by definition of ϕ˜, one can prove as before that there exists a positive
constant k, for example
k = max
{
max
[−β1,β1]
a˜,
x20
a(0)
}
,
such that
a˜(x)e2sϕ˜(t,x) ≤ kerζ2(x)e−2sΦ˜(t,x)
and
(x− x0)2
a˜(x)
e2sϕ˜(t,x) ≤ kerζ2(x)e−2sΦ˜(t,x) ≤ ke3rζ2(x)e−2sΦ˜(t,x)
for every (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× [−β1, β1]. Thus, by (4.25), one has∫ T
0
∫ β1
−β1
(
sΘa˜(Zx)
2 + s3Θ3
(x− x0)2
a˜
Z2
)
e2sϕ˜dxdt
≤ k
∫ T
0
∫ β1
−β1
sΘerζ2(Zx)
2e−2sΦ˜dxdt+ k
∫ T
0
∫ β1
−β1
s3Θ3e3rζ2Z2e−2sΦ˜dxdt
≤ kC
∫ T
0
∫
ω
v2dxdt.
(4.27)
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Hence, by (4.27) and the definition of W and Z, we get
∫ T
0
∫ λ1
0
(
s3Θ3
(x− x0)2
a
v2 + sΘa(vx)
2
)
e2sϕdxdt
=
∫ T
0
∫ λ1
0
(
s3Θ3
(x − x0)2
a
W 2 + sΘa(Wx)
2
)
e2sϕdxdt
≤
∫ T
0
∫ λ1
−λ1
(
s3Θ3
(x − x0)2
a˜
W 2 + sΘa˜(Wx)
2
)
e2sϕ˜dxdt
=
∫ T
0
∫ λ1
−λ1
(
s3Θ3
(x − x0)2
a˜
Z2 + sΘa˜(Zx)
2
)
e2sϕ˜dxdt
≤
∫ T
0
∫ β1
−β1
(
s3Θ3
(x− x0)2
a˜
Z2 + sΘa˜(Zx)
2
)
e2sϕ˜dxdt
≤ C
∫ T
0
∫
ω
v2dxdt,
(4.28)
for a positive constant C.
Therefore, by (4.16) and (4.28), Lemma 4.1 follows.
We shall also use the following
Lemma 4.2. Assume Hypothesis 3.1 and (4.1). Then there exists a positive
constant CT such that every solution v ∈ W of (4.4) satisfies∫ 1
0
v2(0, x)dx ≤ CT
∫ T
0
∫
ω
v2(t, x)dxdt.
Proof. Multiplying the equation of (4.4) by vt and integrating by parts over
(0, 1), one has
0 =
∫ 1
0
(vt + (avx)x)vtdx =
∫ 1
0
(v2t + (avx)xvt)dx =
∫ 1
0
v2t dx+ [avxvt]
x=1
x=0
−
∫ 1
0
avxvtxdx =
∫ 1
0
v2t dx−
1
2
d
dt
∫ 1
0
a(vx)
2 ≥ −1
2
d
dt
∫ 1
0
a(vx)
2dx.
Thus, the function t 7→ ∫ 1
0
a(vx)
2dx is increasing for all t ∈ [0, T ]. In particular,∫ 1
0 avx(0, x)
2dx ≤ ∫ 10 avx(t, x)2dx. Integrating the last inequality over [T4 , 3T4 ],
Θ being bounded therein, we find
∫ 1
0
a(vx)
2(0, x)dx ≤ 2
T
∫ 3T
4
T
4
∫ 1
0
a(vx)
2(t, x)dxdt
≤ CT
∫ 3T
4
T
4
∫ 1
0
sΘa(vx)
2(t, x)e2sϕdxdt.
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Hence, by Lemma 4.1 and the previous inequality, there exists a positive con-
stant C such that ∫ 1
0
a(vx)
2(0, x)dx ≤ C
∫ T
0
∫
ω
v2dxdt. (4.29)
Proceeding again as in the proof of Lemma 3.2 and applying the Hardy-
Poincare´ inequality, by (4.29), one has
∫ 1
0
(
a
(x− x0)2
)1/3
v2(0, x)dx =
∫ 1
0
p
(x− x0)2 v
2(0, x)dx
≤ CHP
∫ 1
0
p(vx)
2(0, x)dx
≤ C1CHP
∫ 1
0
a(vx)
2(0, x)dx ≤ C
∫ T
0
∫
ω
v2dxdt,
for a positive constant C. Here p(x) = (a(x)|x − x0|4)1/3, CHP is the Hardy-
Poincare´ constant and C1 := max
{(
x20
a(0)
)2/3
,
(
(1 − x0)2
a(1)
)2/3}
, as before.
By Lemma 2.1,
a(x)
(x− x0)2 is nondecreasing on [0, x0) and nonincreasing on
(x0, 1], then(
a(x)
(x− x0)2
)1/3
≥ C2 := min
{(
a(1)
(1 − x0)2
)1/3
,
(
a(0)
x20
)1/3}
> 0.
Hence
C2
∫ 1
0
v(0, x)2dx ≤ C
∫ T
0
∫
ω
v2dxdt
and the thesis follows.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. The proof is now standard, but we give it with some
precise references: let vT ∈ L2(0, 1) and let v be the solution of (4.2) associ-
ated to vT . Since D(A2) is densely defined in L2(0, 1), there exists a sequence
(vnT )n ⊂ D(A2) which converges to vT in L2(0, 1). Now, consider the solution
vn associated to v
n
T .
As shown in Theorem 2.1, the semigroup generated by A is analytic, hence
A is closed (for example, see [17, Theorem I.1.4] ; thus, by [17, Theorem II.6.7],
we get that (vn)n converges to a certain v in C(0, T ;L
2(0, 1)), so that
lim
n→+∞
∫ 1
0
v2n(0, x)dx =
∫ 1
0
v2(0, x)dx,
and also
lim
n→+∞
∫ T
0
∫
ω
v2ndxdt =
∫ T
0
∫
ω
v2dxdt.
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But, by Lemma 4.2 we know that
∫ 1
0
v2n(0, x)dx ≤ CT
∫ T
0
∫
ω
v2ndxdt.
Thus Proposition 4.1 is now proved.
5 Linear Extension
In this section we want to extend the observability inequality proved in the
previous section starting from linear complete problems of the form

ut − (a(x)ux)x + c(t, x)u = h(t, x)χω(x), (t, x) ∈ (0, T )× (0, 1),
u(t, 1) = u(t, 0) = 0, t ∈ (0, T ),
u(0, x) = u0(x), x ∈ (0, 1),
(5.1)
where u0 ∈ L2(0, 1), h ∈ L2(QT ), c ∈ L∞(QT ), ω is as in (4.1) and a satisfies
Hypothesis 3.1. Observe that the well-posedness of (5.1) follows by [23, Theorem
4.1]. As for the previous case, we shall prove an observability inequality for the
solution of the associated homogeneous adjoint problem

vt + (avx)x − cv = 0, (t, x) ∈ (0, T )× (0, 1),
v(t, 1) = v(t, 0) = 0, t ∈ (0, T ),
v(T ) = vT ∈ L2(0, 1).
(5.2)
To obtain an observability inequality for (5.2) like the one in Proposition 4.1,
we consider the problem{
vt + (a(x)vx)x − cv = h, (t, x) ∈ (0, T )× (0, 1),
v(t, 1) = v(t, 0) = 0, t ∈ (0, T ), (5.3)
and we prove the following Carleman estimate as a corollary of Theorem 3.1:
Corollary 5.1. Assume Hypothesis 3.1 and let T > 0. Then, there exist two
positive constants C and s0, such that every solution v in V of (5.3) satisfies,
for all s ≥ s0,∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
(
sΘa(vx)
2 + s3Θ3
(x− x0)2
a
v2
)
e2sϕdxdt
≤ C
(∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
h2e2sϕdxdt+ sc1
∫ T
0
[
aΘe2sϕ(x− x0)(vx)2dt
]x=1
x=0
)
,
where c1 is the constant introduced in (3.3).
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Proof. Rewrite the equation of (5.3) as vt + (avx)x = h¯, where h¯ := h + cv.
Then, applying Theorem 3.1, there exists two positive constants C and s0 > 0,
such that∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
(
sΘa(vx)
2 + s3Θ3
(x− x0)2
a
v2
)
e2sϕdxdt
≤ C
(∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
h¯2e2sϕdxdt+ sc1
∫ T
0
[
aΘe2sϕ(x − x0)(vx)2dt
]x=1
x=0
) (5.4)
for all s ≥ s0. Using the definition of h¯, the term
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
|h¯|2e2sϕ(t,x)dxdt can be
estimated in the following way
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
h¯2e2sϕdxdt ≤ 2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
h2e2sϕdxdt+ 2‖c‖2L∞(QT )
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
e2sϕv2dxdt.
(5.5)
Applying the Hardy-Poincare´ inequality (see Proposition 2.3) to w(t, x) :=
esϕ(t,x)v(t, x) and proceeding as in (3.14), recalling that 0 < inf Θ ≤ Θ ≤ cΘ2,
one has∫ 1
0
e2sϕv2dx =
∫ 1
0
w2dx ≤ C
∫ 1
0
a(wx)
2dx+
s
2
∫ 1
0
(x− x0)2
a
w2dx
≤ CΘ
∫ 1
0
ae2sϕ(vx)
2dx+ CΘ3s2
∫ 1
0
e2sϕv2
(x− x0)2
a
dx.
Using this last inequality in (5.5), we have
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
h¯2e2sϕdxdt ≤ 2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
|h|2e2sϕdxdt
+ ‖c‖2L∞(QT )C
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θae2sϕ(vx)
2dxdt
+ ‖c‖2L∞(QT )Cs2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θ3e2sϕ
(x− x0)2
a
v2dxdt,
(5.6)
for a positive constant C. Using this inequality in (5.4), we obtain
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
(
sΘa(vx)
2 + s3Θ3
(x − x0)2
a
v2
)
e2sϕdxdt ≤ C
(
2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
|h|2e2sϕdxdt
+
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
Θae2sϕ(vx)
2dxdt + s2
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
e2sϕΘ3
(x− x0)2
a
v2dxdt
+ sc1
∫ T
0
[
aΘe2sϕ(x− x0)(vx)2dt
]x=1
x=0
)
.
Hence, for all s ≥ s0, where s0 is assumed sufficiently large, the thesis follows.
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As a consequence of the previous corollary, one can deduce an observability
inequality for the adjoint problem (5.3) (5.2). In fact, without loss of generality
we can assume that c ≥ 0 (otherwise one can reduce the problem to this case
introducing v˜ := e−λtv for a suitable λ). Using this assumption we can prove
that the analogous of Lemma 4.1 and of Lemma 4.7 still hold true. Thus, as
before, one can prove the following observability inequality:
Proposition 5.1. Assume Hypotheses 3.1 and (4.1). Then there exists a posi-
tive constant C such that every solution v ∈ C([0, T ];L2(0, 1))∩L2(0, T ;H1a(0, 1))
of (5.2) satisfies
∫ 1
0
v2(0, x)dx ≤ CT
∫ T
0
∫
ω
v2(t, x)dxdt. (5.7)
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